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BY ASHLEY RINDSBERG

O

ne of the most striking things about the
collapse of crypto exchange FTX, on3ce
counted among the
world’s largest, is the
extent to which it caught the supposed watchdogs of the tech industry by surprise. How could Sam
Bankman-Fried, the brainiac financial visionary, crowned earlier this
year the “crypto emperor” by The
New York Times, have steered his armada of crypto firms into the rocks
so recklessly? With allegations of
an enormous, brazen fraud lingering, the first place to look is at the
central role of the media in this fiasco. Through an almost endless churn
of fawning coverage, the news media turned an inexperienced—and,
it seems, ethically deranged—trader into the second coming of Warren Buffett.
Over the past two years, Bankman-Fried cultivated the media lavishly, if not carefully. Drawing on what
then seemed like an unlimited pool of
cash, SBF (as we’ll call the mythologized
version of the real person) dispersed
investments, advertising dollars, sponsorships, and donations to key news
outlets—including ProPublica, Vox,

Semafor, and The Intercept—with extraordinary effectiveness.
Bankman-Fried’s head has filled the
frame of the most coveted business
news covers in the world, including
Fortune (“The next Warren Buffett?”)
and Forbes (“Only Zuck has been as rich
(23 billion) this young (29)!”). CNBC
star Jim Cramer once compared Bankman-Fried, who has been active in crypto finance for only a handful of years,
to John Pierpont Morgan, the giant of
industry who worked in banking for
nearly four decades before striking out
on his own.
Remarkably, some major news outlets have continued to round the edges
of the SBF myth, even after the discovery of at least a billion-dollar hole
in FTX’s books, the assets seeming to
vanish into the crypto ether. This week,
Twitter erupted in outrage when The
New York Times published what many
have described as a “puff piece” on
Bankman-Fried, whose whereabouts
remain unknown.
The Times story on Bankman-Fried,
who allegedly funneled FTX customer
money into his private hedge fund, Alameda Research, is couched in passive,
soft-touch language reflected even in the
headline: “How Sam Bankman-Fried’s
Crypto Empire Collapsed.” The Times
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pieces describes Bankman-Fried’s misallocation of funds—which, if true,
amounts to mass-scale fraud—in terms
that remove active agency, writing: “Alameda had accumulated a large ‘margin
position’ on FTX, essentially meaning
it had borrowed funds from the exchange, Mr. Bankman-Fried said.” The
piece, which describes Bankman-Fried
as “surprisingly calm,” lays little to no
blame at SBF’s feet, writing that FTX
“lent as much as $10 billion to Alameda.” In contrast, business writer
Trung Phan noted in a widely shared
tweet that “fraud,” “crime,” “stolen,”
“theft,” “criminal,” and “hidden,” make
no appearance amid the article’s 2,000plus word count.
But if critics found the recent Times
article full of off-the-charts puffery,
previous coverage makes this latest,
post-FTX collapse piece look like searing investigative journalism. A May
2022 article by the same writer, The
New York Times’ David Yaffe-Bellany,
titled “A Crypto Emperor’s Vision: No
Pants, His Rules,” jump-cuts from rapt
audiences “roaring” with laughter at
Bankman-Fried’s wit to his penchant
for living “modestly” (in a $40 million
Bahamas penthouse) to his chummy
relationship with Tom Brady that purportedly began with Brady approaching the unassuming Bankman-Fried at
a party to talk crypto.
In its flattery, the 3,500-word Times
article flipped the famous fable about
a naked emperor alluded to in the
piece’s headline; rather than showing a naked emperor who thinks he’s
elegantly clothed, it paints a picture
of a figure we might all consider larger than life but who, by the Times’
account, is just a regular do-gooder
whose smarts led him, almost haphazardly, to invent a proprietary money-printing machine.
Far from a one-off, the May Times
piece was the culmination of a drumbeat of coverage by the paper that, collectively, helped to create the myth of
SBF as “an uncannily sharp altruistic
billionaire,” as Vox recently described
him. A narrative of this scope, especially
one that lacks substance to this degree,
is never the product of an article or two,
or even of a few dedicated news cycles.
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“A narrative of
this scope is never
the product of
an article or two.
Rather, it’s the
result of sustained,
coordinated effort.”

Rather, it’s the result of sustained, coordinated effort.
The famously acerbic Times tech columnist Kara Swisher quoted SBF approvingly, noting “Sam Bankman-Fried
was right when he pointed to the unbanked and those left out of the system:
‘The [crypto] industry has the potential
to improve a lot of people’s lives.’” A
July Dealbook interview gave Bankman-Fried free rein to opine on trading crypto derivatives. Another Times
piece, which cited SBF’s “penchant
for haphazardly tied shoes and company-branded T-shirts,” focused on an
FTX Super Bowl commercial featuring
Larry David.
With all of the puff pieces from the
press, there was apparently little interest in investigating SBF’s web of
interlocking firms. A number of high
profile outlets best known for investigative reporting took money from
Bankman-Fried—in some cases money
earmarked to fund investigative journalism—and yet did little, it appears, to
investigate the source of those funds.
This was the case with a $5 million pledge to ProPublica from Bankman-Fried’s family foundation, Building
a Stronger Future. Vox, which published
a March 2021 interview with Bankman-Fried, introduced the FTX founder by praising his “civic-mindedness,”
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which was guided by an algorithmlike
statement of purpose: “Make a tremendous amount of money by any means
necessary. Then give it all away by the
best means possible.” Perhaps their
praise paid off: In a recent article on the
fall of SBF, Vox mentions—albeit buried in the form of a parenthetical “Full
Disclosure” in the middle of the piece—
that they had receieved an undisclosed
sum from Bankman-Fried’s foundation.
(Vox and ProPublica did not respond to
requests for comment.)
Semafor, the new publication led by
former New York Times media columnist Ben Smith, similarly received an
unspecified investment from Bankman-Fried. Notably, Semafor prominently publicized this information in a
piece about Matt Yglesias’ and Nate Silver’s refusal to join a different venture
funded by SBF.
SBF possesses a kind of media aptitude that you would not expect to find
in a young finance-focused techie, or
even in a fairly seasoned media hand—a
media canniness Bankman-Fried has
displayed again and again, including
with his foray into backing, buying, or
producing his own media.” In one example, Bankman-Fried interviewed the
famous Princeton ethicist Peter Singer
about effective altruism, a philosophical
movement founded by Singer and philosopher William MacAskill that Bankman-Fried has aligned himself with.
The interview received a fairly paltry
number of views for a video featuring
two big names, but it successfully drove
headlines and helped burnish Bankman-Fried’s reputation and image, his
connection to Singer cited repeatedly as
evidence of his ethical bona fides.
This is the kind of strategic decision-making that top PR firms employ
when building the brands of their biggest and best clients. Key to this strategic approach was Bankman-Fried’s
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exceptional ability to continually create fresh headlines about himself and
his company. One of the most important tactics he used to do this was the
creation of top-tier brand partnerships
that would drive headlines. FTX’s relationships with Mercedes’ F1 team,
naming rights negotiated with the Miami Heat, stage-sharing with Bill Clinton and Tony Blair (a pair not usually
known for their altruism), the launch of
an FTX gaming unit, the Larry David
Super Bowl Ad—each one represented
another PR opportunity that would generate dozens of headlines. With so much
news real estate devoted to breathlessly
boosting the latest FTX deal, sponsorship, or main-stage appearance, there
was hardly room left over for investigations—or even for a critical op-ed.
Perhaps the most ironic moment
of media myth-making was Fortune’s
“Warren Buffett” cover story from this
past August. Despite the question mark
included in the copy on the cover—“Is
Sam Bankman-Fried the next Warren
Buffett?”—the phrase was not a question but a statement. While Buffett and
his longtime business partner Charlie
Munger have said time and again that
their success came with years of patience, Fortune crowned Bankman-Fried
the next Buffett seemingly because he’d
become so rich so quickly.
Only months before the Fortune cover, another business media heavyweight
had put Bankman-Fried on its cover.
The 2021 Forbes 400 list annotated its
cover image of SBF with an unnervingly
prescient quote from Bankman-Fried:
“I got involved in crypto without any
idea what crypto was.” If there was a
single tipping point in the creation of
the SBF myth, this was it. Beyond mere
inclusion on the Forbes 400 list (the
one Kanye West frequently invoked
in his recent antisemitic tirades, and
which made headlines for reincluding
Trump), Bankman-Fried was now the
very face of America’s most hallowed
symbol of financial success.
The piece included all the usual SBF
tropes—the black hoodie, the extreme
wealth, the effective altruism. “He’s a
mercenary,” Fortune wrote, “dedicated
to making as much money as possible
(he doesn’t really care how) solely so

This article was originally published on
November 16, 2022.
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he can give it away (he doesn’t really know to whom, or when).” SBF
had won.
And yet Forbes had also been pulled
into the Bankman-Fried money vortex. In February, Binance, another major—but even larger—crypto exchange,
invested $200 million in Integrated
Whale Media, the Hong Kong-based
company that owns Forbes. Binance was
also a major holder of FTX’s cryptocurrency, FTT, with at least $580 million
worth of the currency banked away.
It was Binance’s $580 million holding of FTT that precipitated FTX’s fall.
But crucially, what triggered that sequence of events was not a monthslong
investigation by a mainstream news
outlet, like the ones Bankman-Fried had
invested in or donated to, which employ
dozens or in some cases hundreds of
investigative journalists. Rather, it was
the work of far smaller—and far more
diligent—news outlets doing their jobs.
On Nov. 2, CoinDesk broke the
news of the connection between FTX
and Bankman-Fried’s hedge fund, Alameda Research. This quickly led to
a Substack called Dirty Bubble Media
questioning FTX’s solvency. The CoinDesk piece and the Dirty Bubble Media
Substack in turn led to Binance’s CEO
tweeting that the company was dumping its holdings of FTT, triggering a financial domino effect that led to FTX’s
swift collapse.
In the space of four days, media participants that lie far outside the highly
capitalized mainstream did more investigative work than the entire corporate
media had done in two years. Once the
bubble—financial and conceptual—was
popped, however, the media began
whirring into action, manufacturing
a new SBF myth, this one as breathless, hyped and sure of itself as the old
one, with the Times rushing to tell its
readers not about SBF’s misdeeds but
about his “surprisingly calm” state of
mind. “You would’ve thought that I’d
be getting no sleep right now,” SBF
tells his worried handlers at the Times.
“And instead I’m getting some. It could
be worse.”

Album of the Week
Monotonix, American Quartet
Monotonix was the Israeli band too
wild for Israel: banned, officially and
unofficially, from most venues in the
country. They took their clothes off, took
audience members’ clothes off, poured
beer into shoes and chugged it, got on
tables, got on bars, swung from rafters,
broke stuff, broke their own bodies,
and pushed the physical and material
limitations of playing a rock concert.
I saw them once in college and was
struck by the riotous performance.
Unsure of how to react, I went up to
guitarist Yonatan Gat, and, awestruck,
I asked him quite stupidly, “Atah
HaShem?” Are you God? He quickly
shook his head, perhaps annoyed that
some Jewish kid was trying to show
off his limited Hebrew with such a
dumb question. Gat wasn’t God, he
was an immigrant.
His latest album is a tribute to
his adopted homeland: an earnest,
excited, and loving version of Antonín
Dvořák’s String Quartet No. 12, better
known under the name Gat gives his
album, American Quartet.
Gat wanted to create the work as
if it was a rock album, which meant
“performing the 19th-century string
quartet live from start to finish on
electric guitar, bass, organ and drums;
adding some improvisation and vibe,
but following the melodies and the
harmonies quite truthfully.” It’s a
fascinating project.
—David Meir Grossman
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The Minyan:
Jews With Disabilities
A roundtable discussion about physical barriers, attitude
adjustment, and how to be more welcoming as a community
BY ABIGAIL POGREBIN

The Minyan is a series of moderated roundtable discussions about the state of the Jewish
community in America from a variety of perspectives. By bringing together at least 10
people from a shared demographic or background—“everyday” people with personal
opinions, not “experts” or titled professionals who earn their salaries by crafting statements on these issues—we hope to foster conversations that will illuminate how different
kinds of people think about the larger Jewish community, and their own place in it.

B

efore each Zoom roundtable we conduct for
The Minyan, I do weeks
of pre-interviews with
our participants and
others to get a sense of
the broader issues each group is facing and cares about. If there’s one major takeaway I got from talking with
Jewish Americans with physical disabilities, it’s how basic the missteps can
be from our Jewish institutions—and
how indelible the kindnesses, as well.
The stories will speak for themselves
in the transcribed conversation below,
but one participant’s comment, at the
conclusion of our hourlong discussion,
pulled us up short and highlighted the
fact that simply listening is all too rare:
“Very often in these kinds of spaces, when we talk about disability, we
don’t include the voices of people with
disabilities,” said Michelle. “We talk to
the service providers and other people.
I appreciate the fact that you’ve gotten 10 people together with varying
disabilities to talk, to tell our story, to
hear our voices. I say that on behalf of
myself, but I hope I speak on behalf of
all of us.”
With this Minyan, we set out to hear
from people with disabilities directly.
To ensure that every person could participate fully, this was the first Minyan
where our Zoom discussion included

closed captioning, two ASL interpreters, and two family members who were
on hand to help their loved ones get
their points across clearly.
Jewish teaching often focuses on welcoming the stranger and the idea that
every human is made in the image of
God. We asked these generous participants if Jewish leaders and congregants,
however well-meaning, are living up to
that charge.
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THE PARTICIPANTS
Their ages, locations, and how they
describe their disabilities
Dawn: 53, Decatur, Georgia, deaf
Michelle: 64, Skokie, Illinois, blind
Barbara: 74, Scarsdale, New
York. A severe stroke affected
her ability to walk, speak, and
communicate clearly.
Marie: 36, Boston suburb,
Down syndrome
Leah: 36, Maryland, blind
Dahlia: 45, Riverdale, New York. “I’m a
person of short stature.”
Eric: 45, Chester, New York. “I’m a
spinal-cord injury quadriplegic.”
Jason: 43, Manhattan, cerebral palsy
Tali: 30, San Diego. “I have a variety
of chronic illness conditions and I’m
also a wheelchair user.”
Ben: 43, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
cerebral palsy

Tablet: I’d like to start by asking you
to raise your hands if you are comfortable with my using the word “disability.” I am seeing all hands raised.
Thank you—I just wanted to make
sure our readers understood that I use
the term because you said it was apt
and comfortable.
Next question: Can some of you
share what specific barriers have existed for you in Jewish spaces—meaning
synagogues, seminaries, JCCs, or what
you consider a Jewish space?
Leah: In Jewish educational contexts,
often there were barriers around access to texts that I needed in Braille.
I’m a Braille reader. And some of the
teaching methods were very visual
while I am very auditory. That often
posed a challenge.
Barbara: I can’t see pages at my synagogue. Pages. They’re going too fast.
Eric: My barriers are all physical—
obviously, as a wheelchair user. You
know, whether they have ramps in the
right places, whether everything is on
one level. For most bimahs, they’re not
going to have a ramp to get up there, so
I’m going to be off to the side.
Tablet: Eric, you told me when we first
spoke about how basic and decisive
stairs can be in terms of making synagogue accessible or not.
Eric: It doesn’t matter which building
it is—your temple, your center, or your
Chabad, is it going to have all the necessary needs for a wheelchair? When
I was first hurt 30 years ago, very few
bimahs would have a ramp to get up.
So you’re kind of stuck. If you get any
kind of bimah honor, you’re stuck below everybody.
Dahlia: Similar to Eric, I feel like
physical accommodations need to be
made. But to me, the piece that I feel
gets in the way of physical barriers is
this: The Jewish community sees itself—and this is a generalization, but
I’m ready to make it—as a welcoming community. Right? I’m a rabbi. We
strive to be a welcoming community.
Every congregation sees themselves
as welcoming. So when we point out
the ways that they’re not, there is a real
wall there. It’s hard to break it, saying, “You have to recognize the ways
actually that you’re not welcoming …
4

I’m not saying you’re not a welcoming
place, but these barriers suggest that you
are not.” I have found that my barrier
has often been this: convincing people
that they are creating walls when they
just don’t believe that they are. Because
they really have a different sense of self
as a community.
Tablet: Leah, have you, as a member
of the clergy, seen strides made during
your tenure as a rabbi?
Leah: I do think we’re moving in a better direction. It’s not quite as fast as I
would like it.
Tali: I think a lot of the time, when people say things are accessible, they’re not.
Saying you’re accessible doesn’t mean
that you’re accessible to everyone. For
me, trying to get involved in the Jewish
community of 20- to 30-year-olds has
been difficult because 20- or 30-yearolds generally are active. There’s a lot
of physical activities, late nights, getting from place to place. But there’s a lot
of locations where you can’t necessarily park close by, even just sit down. So
I think that has been a challenge for me
in Jewish life—that people don’t necessarily think of everyone when they’re
choosing a venue or setting a time.
Dawn: Barriers exist for deaf people.
For example, if I want to go to an event
at the synagogue, I have to ask in advance if I can have an interpreter for it,
as opposed to it already being accessible
with an interpreter or CART [Communication Access Realtime Translation]
reporting. I’m feeling like I don’t want
to impose, because it’s not cheap to hire
an interpreter, or a CART reporter. I
don’t want to make them pay all this
money just for me. It should already
be there, as opposed to us having to
make the effort. It takes so much effort
for deaf people to be part of the hearing world. So a lot of deaf people tend
to leave.
Michelle: I think there’s an assumption somehow in our communities that
the blind people, deaf people, people
in wheelchairs aren’t going to synagogue, aren’t going to our schools, and
aren’t in our communities. Consequently, I think that attitude and assumptions
do not make for an actually welcoming
community. I have to always ask for everything to be sent to me in advance,
tabletmag.com
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constantly
advocate for
ourselves and
ask for things.
That makes
us outsiders.”

and it’s not always so easy. Please send
me stuff in an accessible format. Don’t
make the assumption that there aren’t
blind people or deaf people in our communities. That’s been my biggest barrier. And that we don’t have a voice. I’m
fortunate enough to be the chairman of
a board in Chicago of a big organization that serves people with disabilities,
but I find that outside of that community, there’s an assumption that we don’t
need to have a voice.
Tablet: Two people I spoke to used the
word “segregation” to describe how the
disabled are treated in Jewish spaces.
Raise your hand if that word rings true.
Jason is the only one with a hand up.
Jason: I think we’re kind of left out and
put off to the side, as Eric mentioned
earlier. We have to constantly advocate for ourselves and ask for things.
That makes us outsiders. Because those
things sometimes cost money and
they’re not high on the priority list of
the congregation or school or seminary
or JCC or Jewish communal space.
They’re not high on the radar screen because there are lots and lots of needs in
the Jewish community. So we kind of
get lost in the shuffle sometimes. And
in that way we’re segregated, because
we are outside the groups that these organizations are reaching for. Someone
said earlier about Jewish spaces feeling
November 11–17, 2022 • 18–24 Cheshvan, 5783

like they’re accessible when they’re not.
The spaces that the person in a wheelchair has to sit in, for example, are often
either in the back or the very front and
kind of off to the side. That can be kind
of a segregating space because you’re
facing the fire exits.
Tablet: Ben, when we spoke in our
pre-interview, you mentioned that people often assume what makes things difficult, and they miss what actually is.
Ben: I walk with two canes. So people
look at me and say, “Oh, this is a guy
who has a physical disability. He walks
with two canes.” But in terms of my dayto-day life, the harder thing is having
executive function issues and spatial
perception issues, which are part and
parcel of having cerebral palsy—those
are much bigger challenges: getting myself organized and through the day.
Tablet: I want to follow up a little bit
on something Dahlia raised: the Jewish
community’s sense of itself. We almost
don’t want to acknowledge or admit
that we’re falling short here, because
we have this sense of what it means to
be welcoming, which is very much in
our tradition, in our texts. I don’t need
to remind this group, but I’m just going
to do it for the sake of this discussion:
Judaism talks about welcoming the
stranger, the widow, the orphan. Leviticus says, “Do not insult the deaf or put
UPCOMING HOLIDAY
Thanksgiving
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a stumbling block before the blind.” Are
these Jewish mandates being met when
it comes to Jews with disabilities?
Tali: We wouldn’t be having this Minyan if it did. So, for sure I think we’ve
got a long way to go. But I think, you
know, culture, technology, even COVID
jump-started a lot of access advances
that should have been dealt with years
ago. But I don’t know that we’re there
yet. We try. I think we’re willing more
than other groups, but not quite there.
Tablet: Marie, did you have any
thoughts about whether Judaism is as
welcoming as it says it is?
Marie: I went to Camp Gesher for people who have special needs. I learned a
lot about Jewish religion and different
Jewish traditions. I went to Camp Ramah—the Jewish overnight camp. I do
magic tricks there with my friends and
had a good time and feel welcomed.
Tablet: What are some of the other best
parts of Jewish camp?
Marie: It was overnight. It was wonderful, meeting new people. I have friends
from camp. I went to my counselor’s
wedding. I went to Israel. And I lost my
luggage for five days, so I had to borrow one of my counselor’s clothes. But
I had a wonderful time in Israel. And
then I worked at Camp Ramah. I was 17
in 2004 when I started at Camp Ramah
and I am still there.
Tablet: Can I ask the two clergy to respond to the question of whether you
think Jewish values or Jewish teachings are being met?
Dahlia: I have really ambivalent feelings about that question. I’ve thought
about that a lot. There are lots of texts
about people with disabilities, and
there’s that famous text in Sanhedrin
[37a] with the coin that talks about
how God created everybody to be different, right? To emphasize difference.
[“And this serves to tell of the greatness
of the Holy One, Blessed be He, as when
HOLIDAYS
Point your smart
phone camera at the
QR code to learn more
about Jewish holidays.
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“It is also up to
us to be out there
and show that we
want to be involved
in order to get all
accommodations
to make it easier
for us.”

a person stamps several coins with one
seal, they are all similar to each other.
But the supreme King of kings, the Holy
One, Blessed be He, stamped all people
with the seal of Adam the first man, as
all of them are his offspring, and not
one of them is similar to another.”] But
I sometimes worry that those texts actually create groups, and they tell you to
be aware of groups as opposed to creating a society—I think Tali spoke of
this before—where you just have to be
aware of everyone’s needs, as opposed
to targeting a few different groups.
Those texts really create a sense of other and if someone’s in the category of
other, we have a responsibility to bring
them in. But that means there’s still the
idea of the outsider who we’re bringing in. So that’s my ambivalence. On
the other hand, I think theologically
speaking, there’s a radical component
to our texts, where so early on, there
was a real push by the rabbis to articulate an understanding of this idea of
reaching out—to not put stumbling
blocks, as you mentioned. Is it my experience that we’re living up to that? I
don’t know. I think we’re trying. I think
just the fact that such a thing as Jewish
Disability Month [February] exists is
an attempt to be more outspoken about
it. But I think there’s still a feeling of
other, which is maybe what Jason tried
November 11–17, 2022 • 18–24 Cheshvan, 5783

to capture by discussing segregation.
As long as there’s that sense of other,
it’s hard to be a part.
Leah: I could not more beautifully articulate what Dahlia said. I also share
the concerns around texts and how
they’re used, because I do think that
they can create that sense of other. At
the same time, I want to teach those
texts because I recognize that there are
people for whom disability is otherwise not on their radar. Not all Jewish
texts are complimentary about disability, but I’m committed to working with
the texts that are difficult. I do believe
theologically that Judaism has a very
radical idea that everyone is created in
the image of God, everyone has equal
value and worth. For me personally as
a blind woman, I do think that there is
something very important about the
fact there are blind rabbis in the Talmud, who not only talk about blindness
but about everything else. They are part
of the Beit Midrash [house of study]—
the back-and-forth conversation. When
I was in rabbinical school, that was
very empowering. Even in these ancient texts, we’ve got visible disability—a few portraits of blind folks who
are rabbis in their own right and in the
Beit Midrash.
Tablet: I want to return to the issue of
cost when it comes to making accommodations for congregants or attendees with disabilities. Some synagogues
I spoke to asked me, “Are we supposed
to make changes before we even know
how many congregants or visitors will
benefit from those changes?” Eric,
when it comes to building ramps, updating elevators or bathrooms, hiring
interpreters, things that can have a big
price tag, how do you respond to those
who say there are budget realities we
have to weigh?
Eric: There’s ways around everything.
You need to decide how you’re going to
build your community. The one thing
I will say to this group, though, is it is
also up to us to be out there and show
that we want to be involved in order
to get all accommodations to make it
easier for us. That’s one of the things
that’s got to happen first: making sure
that we use our voice as we’re doing
now. Then the costs will come along,
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because as everybody says, we are an inclusive community once we start forcing it to be. We’ll accept anybody if we
see them, but if we stay in the shadows,
then they’re not going to do it.
Tablet: Dawn, I just want to follow up
on what you said earlier—that you feel
you are always putting someone out
when you ask for these added things.
They’re not necessarily being offered.
Dawn: When I started out, interpreters were paid like $40 an hour; now
they’re like $80 to $100 an hour. It’s
a big expense. I have found that synagogues and other organizations will
get grants from the federation for accessibility, and they used those to pay
for interpreters. For High Holiday services this year, it was the first time
that a group had Yom Kippur day services and reached out to me for names
of some interpreters. That’s amazing—
when someone just asks me for a name
and they do it themselves. But 99% of
the time I have to say, “Can you have
an interpreter?”
Tablet: I want to shift to the positive
and to invite you all to share very specific examples of where the Jewish
community has made you feel a true
sense of belonging.
Marie: I go to Temple Sinai in Sharon,
and my boyfriend—who is sitting behind me right now—he comes to temple with me. My dad is deaf also, so my
mom interprets for my dad. It’s wonderful. The rabbi always includes me.
On the High Holidays, me and my dad
get honored and get to open the ark.
Barbara: I had my stroke just before
my daughter’s wedding. My daughter
is a cantor. My life changed in an instant. I could not talk to my husband
or my children any more. I was a librarian but I could not read or write.
I could not walk or get dressed by myself. Stopped working. It was so hard
not to work.
Tablet: I know this year you were invited to speak from the bimah during
the High Holidays. Was that positive
for you?
Barbara: Yes! I felt honored and I
practiced. It was an honor for me. My
son was there and the synagogue was
very supportive.
Tablet: I want to get at whether people

are feeling welcome by the leaders of
their Jewish institutions.
Michelle: I live in Skokie, a suburb of
Chicago. I’ve lived in my community
for a hundred years and I went to day
school in my community; people know
me from the time that I was visually impaired to the time, 30 years ago when I
lost my vision totally. I just don’t feel
othered. I am a leader in my community and I’m always the only disabled
person at the table. I’m always wondering, “Where are all the other disabled people?”
Tablet: Can I ask you for a very specific moment when a clergy person or lay
leader really got it right?
Michelle: When I was serving on a
board and somebody turned to me and
said, “Would you serve as the board
chair?” Not, “Can you serve as the
board chair?”
Tablet: Anyone else?
Tali: I work as a teacher at my temple.
Last year was my first year as a wheelchair user in any job. I was so anxious
because while they had known me before and had always sort of accommodated, I was trying to get comfortable
with being more visibly disabled. I’ve
always had invisible disabilities, but
having it be in their faces was different. I remember preparing in my head
the night before, superanxious, deep
breaths, woke up, got to the temple, and
as I rolled up, some were already there
having breakfast—obviously, bagels—
and they simply said, “Hey, you want to
sit here?” And I said, “Sure.” And they
just took a chair away, made it easy for
me to join them. It’s been that smooth
ever since.
Ben: My example happened growing
up in the U.K. As you may or may not
know, it’s pretty standard for involved
Jewish 16-year-olds to go to Israel for
a month. And I remember the summer
before that, the shaliach [emissary] of
the youth movement actually pulled
me aside. We sat together and he said,
“Look, Ben. I can well imagine the Jewish Agency is going to give you a tough
time about coming to Israel on an organized tour for a month because they
say they’re not equipped to deal with
your disability. I’m going to make it my
life’s work—I’ll work hard for you over
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the next year—to make sure that we
can bring you to Israel.” And ultimately,
that’s exactly what happened.
Eric: For me, it was seeing the ramp
for the first time up to the bimah. The
simplest thing. Again, my disability is
physical. Once you actually make that
accommodation, you satisfy my needs.
Jason: I know Marie already mentioned Camp Ramah, but they have a
program now at all the Ramah camps
called Tikvah that is specially for people with disabilities. I specifically did
not want to be in the Tikvah program;
I wanted to be in a regular bunk. And it
took a lot of advocacy, but the counselors made it their business to make me
feel comfortable while I was a camper.
Then a few years later, when I wanted
to go to Israel, they told me I couldn’t
go. Which led to my parents actually
getting involved and helping make sure
that didn’t happen to other people. So
now Camp Ramah’s summer program
in Israel—called Ramah Seminar—is
accessible based on the needs of the
individuals that are going that particular summer. So even the part they got
wrong, they eventually got right.
Jason: Words bother me less than attitudes. And as one of the founders of February Jewish Disabilities
Awareness, Acceptance, and Inclusion Month—and they’re adding other letters as we speak because we love
acronyms—we’ve seen a lot of growth
in February. I think now our job is to
make it so that the growth we’ve seen in
February also happens in January and
March. And April and May. In June and
July. August, September, October and
November and December. [Laughter] I
think we’ve made tremendous progress
and people pat themselves on the back
for doing inclusive programming that
one month of the year. And it’s time for
us to make it year-round.
Tablet: Does anyone else want to say
anything about the word “inclusion”?
Dawn: Inclusion is good if you don’t
simply have the resources to include
the people, but you also welcome them.
It’s one thing to have interpreters, but
it’s another to have people come to sit
with you after services, talk to you and
get to know you. You want to go to the
temple website and see that you are
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represented. See an interpreter. Or see
people in a wheelchair. Not just one
person alone but to see them interacting
with others. It’s one thing to say you’re
inclusive. It’s another thing to be a community that’s inclusive.
Dahlia: I have two very quick positive
moments. One back at that Camp Ramah—my first summer camp as a staff
member. I was maybe not even 20. And
the woman who was in charge of maintenance came up to me and said, “What
accommodations do you need?” And I
said, “No, no, I don’t need any accommodations.” And she looked at me and
she said, “I don’t know if you’re aware,
but you’re a lot shorter than everybody
else here. You must need accommodations, and it is our responsibility to
accommodate for you. What accommodations do you need?” At that moment
Camp Ramah became my home.
Tablet: Wonderful.
Dahlia: The other story I’ll share is
when I arrived at rabbinical school
and I tried to ask for really basic, silly
physical accommodations, mostly just
stools—these are things that could be
bought at the local pharmacy. It was really a challenge and I fought quite a battle. But my biggest battle at my school
was that I was constantly confused with
or mistaken for another short-statured
woman who had gone to school there
at least a decade before me. Everybody confused us. And when I fought
with them and said, “No, no, I’m not
that person that you think I am!” They
said, “No, no, of course you are; you just
don’t remember me.” Anyway, my third
or fourth year, we had a new dean, and
in our first conversation she confused
me with this other person again. And
she realized it right away, looked at me
and said, “I just confused you for someone else, didn’t I?” And I said, “Yes.”
And she said, “I’m so sorry.” And I said,
“No, no, it’s OK.” And she said, “Oh, no,
I’m so sorry.” She became my rabbi.
Tablet: Anybody else on specific positive memories?
Barbara: I was visited by so many rabbis and cantors when I came home from
the hospital. And I was honored by
Temple Israel Center. A lovely evening.
Leah: After my second year of rabbinical school, I had a really difficult
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“I might have a
positive attitude as
an individual, but
if it’s coming from
above and there’s a
sense of leadership
about it, then
people will take
the lead from that
and take their cue
from it.”
semester, and I’d heard about this organization that was running a Talmud
camp. I went because, you know, I’m
a rabbinical student nerd. And I also
thought, “Maybe this is an opportunity for me to better learn Gemara.” And
when I got there, the head teacher basically said, “I totally believe you can learn
Gemara—as well, if not better, than the
other students. And what do we need to
make it happen?” And I teach Gemara
now all the time because of that wonderful camp. It changed my life.
Marie: When I was like 13, I had a bat
mitzvah and there was one little word
I couldn’t say in Hebrew. And I had a
tutor help me. She helped me a lot.
And during my bat mitzvah, I did it!
My rabbi helped a lot. One of my cantors was crying. And everyone else said,
“Wow, Marie. That was a really good
bat mitzvah.”
Tablet: I want to ask Eric, Barbara,
and Tali—the three in this group who
have handled the transition of starting
life without a disability and then making the transition to having one: How,
through a Jewish lens, did that transition affect your Jewish engagement, if
at all?
Eric: I think at the beginning, when
everybody wanted to treat me with
white gloves, it made me maybe want
to stay away, because the more you pay
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attention to me, the more disabled I feel.
As I’ve gotten older and I have accepted
it more, I’ve felt included. I didn’t have
to force my way into anything. But the
more I participated, the more I just was
welcomed into the community as I had
been. So while at the beginning, you
know, everybody doesn’t know how to
react when you have a major accident
and that transition, when I was ready
to accept the welcome, it was actually
more welcoming.
Tali: I’ve been in the disabled community my whole life, but most of my issues weren’t visible, so it was easy to fly
under the radar. But when I was in the
middle of a flare-up, my issues became
visible. Recently things have amped
up in my body and we can’t figure out
quite what it is; some kind of autoimmune condition is causing me to continually go downhill a bit steadily. I’m
a wheelchair user now. I wish I’d had it
sooner. Before I had the wheelchair, the
clergy, community, and my peers didn’t
quite understand.
Tablet: Barbara, I know you used to be
able to express yourself more easily in
terms of speech and participation. Can
you talk about the change for you in the
Jewish world in particular?
Barbara: I had a stroke and I had aphasia. I couldn’t talk. I had to learn everything again. I worked hard, to get
better and be independent. I was in the
hospital for months. And I was visited
by the rabbi. The cantor came to visit
me often. I needed their spiritual support. And I got better. And I went to
services. Shabbat services are meaningful for me. I was greeted with a
wonderful welcome, happy to see me.
Home. I was home and it was a wonderful feeling. I went to my daughter’s wedding.
Tablet: Let me ask all of you: Beyond
the ramps, beyond the interpreters,
what attitude changes in fellow Jews
would make you feel a more authentic
sense of welcome or belonging?
Eric: I would ask people, “Don’t look at
me any differently.” We’re all humans.
Why treat us differently? Why look at
us any differently?
Tali: Be open-minded and be willing
to admit that maybe things aren’t accessible. Ask, be open—not scared
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of—questions, and show that there’s a
willingness to accommodate.
Tablet: When you say “scared of questions,” what do you mean?
Tali: Scared to ask individuals such as
myself and people here, “What do you
need?” or “What can we do?” Involve us
in a conversation.
Barbara: Please be patient. Help other people. Heal other people. Honor
the commandment to be holy as God
is holy.
Michelle: A lot of times the community views “welcoming” as taking care
of our disabled population—a medical
model more than a social justice and
equality model. I think that’s a problem. I don’t need to be taken care of. I
want to be equal, to be included; I want
to participate.
Ben: So much of the standards can be
set by the people in leadership positions. I know that sounds like a silly
thing to say because it’s potentially very
obvious, but it’s a case of setting an attitude from the leadership positions. I’m
thinking of a particular rabbi in my life
who, when I walked in the shul, he came
all the way from the front of the shul to
the back—to greet me, chat with me, to
say, “How can we get this Shabbat thing
done right for you?” It’s like everybody
takes their lead from that, from the attitude that that is pervasive in the institution. I might have a positive attitude
as an individual, but if it’s coming from
above and it’s actually permeating,
there’s a sense of leadership about it,
then people will take the lead from that
and take their cue from it. Because everybody wants to be welcoming.
Michelle: I can boil it down to one sentence: See disability as just a normal
part of the human experience. What
would I want to say to people? “We’re
not abnormal. Disability is a part of the
human experience.”
Jason: I’d like to see people say hi. It’s
a really easy thing to do. Turn to the
person next to you and introduce yourself and not be afraid you’re going to
catch their disability. We’re not contagious; we’re just people, and need to be
approached as people, which is something that has been repeated over and
over again in this discussion.
Tablet: You just mentioned the word
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“I think that the
fear of disability is
something that we
need to talk more
about. We don’t
like to deal with
the things that
terrify us.”

contagious. This came up in several of my pre-interviews: an irrational
fear that some people have—despite
the Jewish mantra of welcoming the
stranger—of almost getting close to
someone with a disability.
Leah: I think that the fear of disability
is something that we need to talk more
about. We don’t like to deal with the
things that terrify us. The Jewish tradition reminds us that we are all created
b’tselem elohim—“in the image of God.”
We all have inherent value and dignity;
havod habriyot—“human dignity”—is a
central Jewish value. It’s not just words,
it’s actions. That’s what I would really
love to see.
Tablet: We’re going to end this conversation with God, because obviously
we’re talking about a religion and we’re
talking about Jewish spaces. There are
a number of people who told me during
my research they felt chosen to have a
disability for God’s reasons. I ask because some of our texts—including the
Unetaneh Tokef, which we read on the
High Holidays—describes God as deciding people’s fates.
Dawn: Is the question did God make me
deaf for a reason?
Tablet: I suppose that’s one way to
put it.
Dawn: That’s hard. Being deaf probably made me more of a teacher. I mean,
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growing up, I always heard that because
I was deaf, I somehow understood more,
was more aware of things. I was told,
“You’re special. You’re special.” But I
just wanted to be human when I was a
kid. I wanted to be like everybody else.
Michelle: I don’t question God. As a
teenager, I certainly said, “Why me?”
But I do believe that there is a purpose
and a reason. I am not sure what that is.
I make the assumption that there was a
purpose and God chose me, and that my
purpose is to create awareness and advocate on behalf of people with disabilities. That’s why I do what I do.
Leah: I would slightly reframe the question, and the way that I think about it
theologically is: Is there a divine purpose to who I am as a blind woman? What does that bring to my life? I
would say I do deeply believe that there
is something—the word that I like to use
is “purpose.” I have a mission as a woman who is blind to be thinking about—
to copy what Michelle just said, I feel
very similarly that I am an advocate,
that I would not be who I am if I was
a sighted person. Even though when I
was a kid, I also wanted to be like everybody else. I’m working on that part
of my disability theology. I don’t have a
neat answer, but I certainly think that
there is a particular mission that I am
meant to fulfill in this world.
Eric: They say you’re given things for
a reason. Well, if I was given this for a
reason, then I’m going to make sure that
everybody can see that it’s possible to
do whatever you want to do with it. So,
in that regard, if that’s how it’s going to
be, it’s my turn to shine.
Marie: I feel blessed. I feel blessed by a
wonderful family and I have nieces and
nephews and I have a boyfriend. I don’t
think God chose me, but I feel blessed.
Dahlia: I’m having a really negative reaction to the question. I mean, I suppose I think God chose all of us. But
no, I don’t think God chose me specifically to be this person. I think my DNA
chose me, or random mutation chose
me. That idea of chosenness in that
way actually perpetuates that sense of
other. I definitely think my short stature gave me certain gifts. I, at this point
in my life, share Marie’s sense of blessing and gratitude. There are days that
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I’m still angry and wish to be average
height. But overall, I think God charged
me just like God charged every member
of my community with responsibility
toward creating equal community, embracing communities that seek to do
good in the world.
Tali: I’m going to have to agree with
Dahlia on this. I’ve had quite a journey since I was like 3 years old. Out of
the four kids, I’m the one with all these
weird we-can’t-figure-it-out kinds of
things and, you know, people often say
to me, “I don’t know anyone else who
could have handled it.” Or, “I don’t
know if I could do it,” or, “You know,
you have such a positive attitude.” And
I think to myself, “It’s not like I have a
choice but to handle it.”

Tablet: I just want to clarify that I’m
asking the theology question in light
of what Judaism teaches about God’s
agency, intervention, or plan. That’s
what I’m trying to get at.
Ben: I definitely have a profound sense
of responsibility and mission, where I
derive meaning from. But by the same
token, while I actually actively do
things professionally—and in my life—
to advocate and push for the participation of people with disabilities, I’m not
sure that I have a specified theological
space for that. I have a general sense
of mission.
Jason: I wouldn’t change anything
about me. I guess in that way I’m glad
that I was made the way I was. And I
think, I have a role to play in that. But

Norah Vincent’s
Gender Trouble
The late writer’s lessons on breaking the gender binary
BY JAMES KIRCHICK

W

hen the late writer Norah Vincent
decided to live as
a man for the purposes of a journalistic experiment,
she did so with the expectation that her
life would be easier. Men, after all, enjoy many types of structural and social
advantages in American society, advantages Vincent explored in her 2006
book chronicling that experiment, SelfMade Man: One Woman’s Journey Into
Manhood and Back Again. Much the
way that other great immersive journalist, Barbara Ehrenreich, reported on
the working poor by laboring in a series
of minimum wage jobs (and who happened to die weeks after Vincent’s own
death this past summer by suicide at the

age of 53), Vincent undertook an investigation into how a more literal version
of “the other half” lived.
With the help of a new wardrobe, a
shorter haircut, a layer of artificial stubble, an extremely tight sports bra, and a
Juilliard voice coach, Vincent lived as
“Ned” for 18 months. Throughout her
experiment, Vincent successfully passed
in various male milieus, from a bowling
league to a strip club to a high-powered
sales firm straight out of Glengarry
Glen Ross, earning the confidence of her
many male interlocutors along the way.
To her surprise, what she found made
her more sympathetic to the plight of
men, whom, she wrote, suffered as much
or more from society’s gendered expectations than did women.
Vincent’s main takeaway from her
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I don’t think that I was specifically chosen to be something, or to be something
bigger than I am. The advocacy piece
comes naturally to me because I have a
disability and I see the world through a
disability lens, even when I don’t want
to. In that way, I’m very blessed to be
me. But I don’t know that I was chosen per se—as if someone went, “Eeny,
meeny, miny, moe” and picked me. But
I do think there’s a purpose to having a
disability, and I wouldn’t choose to live
life differently, no matter how much I
might struggle within it. I think everyone struggles with their life at various
different times. I’m glad to be me.
This article was originally published on
November 17, 2022.

time living as Ned was a deeper appreciation for “the toxicity of gender
roles” that “had proved to be ungainly,
suffocating, torpor-inducing or even
nearly fatal to a lot more people than I’d
thought, and for the simple reason that,
man or woman, they didn’t let you be
yourself.” For the male members of our
species, this toxicity stems from anxiety over being perceived as feminine,
“the result of men actively working to
squelch any creeping womanly tendencies in themselves and their brothers.”
Ultimately, it “wasn’t being found out
as a woman that I was really worried
about. It was being found out as less
than a real man”—that is, a man who
does not conform to stereotypically
masculine gender norms. The English
language has plenty of words for this
type of man—pansy, sissy, fag, queer—
all of which denote that class of human
being who was, until very recently,
among the most despised of minorities:
the homosexual.
“The greatest fear of the American
male is that he will be homosexual,” I
write in my recent book, Secret City: The
Hidden History of Gay Washington, and
Vincent’s reporting confirmed this. The
damaged men with whom she bowled,
drank, and ogled women, “took refuge
in machismo because they feared inappropriate intimacies between men. A
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feminized man is a gay man, or so the
stereotype goes.” Living in a society that
pressures them to exhibit traditionally
masculine virtues (“hierarchy, strength,
competition”) and smother feminine
ones (“supplication, apology and need”),
men go through life as if they are under
constant surveillance, with dire penalties exacted for falling short. “The worst
of this scrutiny,” Vincent wrote, “came
from being perceived as an effeminate
guy … most men were genuinely afraid,
almost desperately afraid sometimes of
the spectral fag in their midst.”
Vincent’s response to this social trauma was to advocate an escape from the
“straitjacket” of gender, to expand the
possibilities of what it means to be a
man or a woman. As a proudly butch
lesbian, she spoke from personal experience. “I have always lived as my
truest self somewhere on the boundary between masculine and feminine,”
Vincent wrote. Despite her refusal to fit
into a binary box, Vincent was fiercely
protective of her femininity, her lesbianism, and her womanhood. She saw no
contradiction in her masculine gender
presentation and her female sex. Standing nearly 6 feet tall and wearing 11.5
men’s size shoes, Vincent never felt herself “to be a man trapped in the wrong
body. On the contrary,” she identified
“deeply with both my femaleness and
my femininity.”
In the years since Self-Made Man was
published, so dramatically has our conversation about gender shifted, and so
fearsome are the consequences for questioning the novel dogmas surrounding
it, that the book reads like samizdat.
While Vincent’s conclusion—that the
oppressive conflation of sex and gender
should be ruptured—was undoubtedly
forward-thinking, today it would strike
many progressives as retrograde. For
those who fashion themselves insurgents on the newfangled cultural vanguard of the radical transgender movement, gender nonconformity no longer
widens the broad spectrum of gender
but narrows it by fusing gender expression with biological sex—defining effeminate men as women and masculine
women as men.
In her book, Vincent barely addressed
the transgender question, doing so
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“By their very
nature as same
sex-attracted
persons, gays
and lesbians
have always been
nonconforming
in their gender
expression
and roles.”

only to deny that she identified as the
opposite sex. “Am I a transsexual or a
transvestite, and did I write this book
as a means of coming out as such?” she
asked, using words to describe those
with a cross-sex identity (and, in the
case of “transsexual,” those who had
undergone a physical sex change) which
have since been replaced with the much
more expansive term “transgender.”
While Vincent’s answer at the time was
no—she “rarely enjoyed and never felt
in any way fulfilled personally by being
perceived and treated as a man”—today
she would be deemed by many to be
transgender or nonbinary, whether she
liked it or not.
This new understanding of transgender as an internal, subjective feeling
that may or may not correspond with
one’s objective sex—a philosophy which
emerged very recently yet has now been
adopted by many American institutions—presents a challenge to homosexuality, a biological reality and facet of
the human species that has existed since
time immemorial. By their very nature
as same sex-attracted persons, gays and
lesbians have always been nonconforming in their gender expression and roles.
And as long as the vast majority of humanity is heterosexual, we always will.
Because our same-sex attraction defies
that which is “normal,” many gay people
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have been told, particularly at a young
age, that we are actually members of
the opposite sex trapped in the “wrong
body.” This form of homophobia is particularly gruesome in Iran, where gay
men are often forced to undergo sex
changes in order to rectify their samesex desires, as well as in certain parts
of Africa, where lesbians confront the
threat of “corrective rape” to “make”
them heterosexual.
In the supposedly more enlightened
West, a nonviolent but conceptually
similar campaign of erasing homosexuality is afoot. If the oppressive gender
norms Vincent critiqued were the product of conservative social conventions,
today, in a strange development, those
same conventions are being unwittingly
reified by progressives under the influence of radical transgender ideology.
Under this faddish new dispensation,
gender nonconformity, a trait inherent
to being homosexual, is being conflated
with gender dysphoria, a medical condition. It is having a particularly deleterious effect on gender nonconforming
young people—many of whom would
otherwise grow up to be gay but who
are increasingly being told that their defiance of gender norms is a likely indication that they are the opposite sex. As a
result, homosexuality is being transmuted into transgender.
Much of this erasure is due to the linguistic hegemony of the word “transgender.” Until the 1990s, people with
a cross-sex identity typically referred
to themselves as “transsexuals,” a term
that inferred one had undergone a
physical sex change. “Transgender,” by
contrast, defines a much broader spectrum of identity, encompassing not
only those who identify as a member
of the opposite sex but increasingly
anyone who doesn’t conform to traditional gender roles. This has led to an
explosion of young people identifying
as transgender.
At increasingly younger ages and in
ever larger numbers, masculine girls
and effeminate boys are being encouraged not only to explore their gender
variance—a perfectly healthy and welcome development—but to embrace
a transgender or nonbinary existence.
From there, it can be a straight path to
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irreversible medical interventions—
puberty blockers, cross-sex hormones,
and surgery—to “correct” their “sex assigned at birth.” Almost 50 years after
the American Psychiatric Association
removed homosexuality from its list of
mental disorders, we have unintentionally achieved a new means of pathologizing it.
Of course, none of this is to say that
transgender identity isn’t real or legitimate. But the rapidity with which so
many young people are declaring themselves transgender and nonbinary is
worthy of skepticism. In 2020, almost
700,000 people in the United States under the age of 25 identified as transgender, nearly double the amount from just
three years prior. According to Dutch
doctors who have been researching adolescent gender dysphoria for decades,
80% to 95% of pre-pubertal adolescents
will desist from their feelings of gender
dysphoria by later adolescence, and the
vast majority of them will grow up to
be gay.
Vincent herself was just such a child.
“Practically from birth,” she wrote, “I
was the kind of hard-core tomboy that
makes you think there must be a gay
gene.” Had Vincent been born later, it’s
entirely possible that well-intentioned
educators, doctors, and other authority
figures would have interpreted her gender nonconformity as a sign that she
was transgender and encouraged her
to transition. Testimonies from an increasing number of “detransitioners”—
many of whom attribute their youthful

decisions to transition as resulting from
internalized homophobia—attest to
this phenomenon.
The slow erasure of homosexuality and the concomitant ascendance of
transgender in its place extends beyond
individuals to the culture at large. The
routinization of gender pronouns in
email signatures, verbal greetings, and
so many other areas of daily life has codified in humorless bureaucratese what
had been, for gay men going back generations, a teasing form of endearment
(referring to one’s friends as “she” or
“her”). Over the past decade, activists,
journalists, celebrities, and the New
York City government have engaged in
a revisionist campaign to rewrite one of
the seminal moments in the history of
gay liberation, the Stonewall Uprising,
by concocting a false narrative that it
was led not by gay men and lesbians but
“trans women.”
Or consider last year’s remake of
West Side Story. Discussing the film,
then still in development, in a 2018
interview, Rita Moreno, a star of both
the original and the updated version,
addressed the evolution of the character Anybodys, a female tomboy whose
desperate attempts to join the Jets are
stymied due to her being a girl. In 1961,
when the original film premiered, the
motion picture industry’s infamous
“Production Code” prohibited overt
depictions of homosexuality. Half a
century later, Moreno enthused, Anybodys’ authentic nature could finally
be realized on screen. “Anybodys can

be what she was always meant to be: a
lesbian,” she said. “That’s really what
she was and what she was meant to
be, but at the time that was as far as
they could go.” Upon the film’s release
three years later, however, Anybodys
had been converted into a transgender man.
One of the great, largely unheralded, accomplishments of the gay rights
movement—and of gay people as individuals—was blurring an all-too-rigid
gender binary. By expanding our notions of what it means to be a man or a
woman, gay people didn’t just liberate
themselves from constricting gender
stereotypes. They liberated society.
Thanks in large part to the courage of an
earlier generation of gays and lesbians
like Norah Vincent, heterosexual men
can express affection for one another
with less fear of having their manhood
called into question, while heterosexual women face less pressure to conform
to traditional (and ruthless) feminine
beauty standards. The fear of being
called “gay”—a word that, not so long
ago, rolled off the tongues of American
teenagers as easily as “retard” did decades before—no longer haunts us as it
once did. And yet, just as we reached the
point where we could celebrate this long
overdue disruption of gender norms, a
new movement, marching under the
banner of “progress,” seeks to reimpose
them.
This article was originally published on
November 11, 2022.
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THE BIG STORY

→ Ongoing protests in Iran following the September death of a 22-year-old

An October cyberattack on
CommonSpirit Health, one of the
nation’s largest healthcare systems,
continues to threaten critical
operations across the system’s 142
hospitals and 1,000 care sites in 21
states. Some hospitals have been
forced to take CommonSpirit’s
information systems offline entirely
as it struggles to repair ransomware
damage to its electronic prescription
and medical record portals. Although
CommonSpirit has not confirmed
who carried out the attack, the
Department of Health and Human
Services and the FBI alerted
healthcare systems that they were
being targeted by the ransomware
extortion group Daixin Team. Last
week, the Texas-based OakBend
Medical Center, which had suffered
an attack by Daixin in September,
informed 500,000 patients that an
unknown number of their SSNs,
medical data, and other personal
information were obtained by Daixin
during the security breach.
On Monday, a new report from
the Center for Internet Security
underscored the cybersecurity
vulnerability for information systems
across the full breadth of American
institutions. An examination of K-12
school districts by CIS found 81% have
failed to properly install password
security protection. “Many K-12 school
districts are data-rich and resourcepoor, making them attractive targets
for financially motivated cyber threat
actors,” the report said.
—Sean Cooper

woman in police custody after she failed to adhere to morality dress codes
prompted stores across the nation to shutter their doors on Tuesday. The threeday shop strike will mark the anniversary of the 2019 protest against Iranian
clerical leaders that led a violent state crackdown against demonstrators.
Activist groups say some 344 people have been killed by military personnel
during demonstrations. Iran has tried to rally support ahead of its upcoming
entry into the World Cup of soccer in Qatar, but two high-profile former Iranian
soccer stars say they will not attend the ceremony. Ali Daei, a former captain
of the Iranian team, said he could not go to Qatar because his country is “griefstricken.”

→ Ongoing tension with China, along with numerous vulnerabilities to critical

supply chains exposed during the COVID-19 pandemic, has prompted the
Pentagon to fund projects to source rare and essential minerals in Canadian
mines for the production of weapons, electronics, and consumer products. The
move comes after President Joe Biden tapped the 1950 Defense Production Act
to increase domestic mining sector production, and underscores a rapid push to
move more critical points in major supply chains closer to U.S. borders.

→ The nosedive in the price of Bitcoin has been painful for El Salvador after

it became the first nation in the world to deem cryptocurrency legal tender.
Driven in part by the collapse of Sam Bankman-Fried’s FTX crypto marketplace,
the Bitcoin token is down 70% since El Salvador plowed $100 million into it to
accelerate its country’s crypto adoption. Now Nayib Bukele, EL Salvador’s
president and crypto booster, is turning to China for some financial help.
Shortly after FTX declared bankruptcy, Bukele announced a new trade
agreement with Beijing that includes China buying up $21 billion of the Central
American nation’s foreign debt, which could help stall what some analysts say
were inevitable debt defaults. “If Bukele dreamed that he could create a different
and innovative political economy, against the advice of the IMF, that dream
has failed,” said Luis Membreño, a Salvadoran economist. “There are no easy
alternatives, no shortcuts.”

→ Number of the Week: $11 billion. That’s how much money New York forked

over in fraudulent unemployment claims because of poor oversight by New
York’s Labor Department. On Tuesday, Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli published
the findings of an investigation into the Labor Department’s unemployment
payment activity between April 1, 2020, and March 31, 2021, finding almost
9,000 people who received what appeared to be more unemployment benefits
than state policy allows. The 3,000% jump in unemployment payments came
at a tough time for New Yorkers, who struggled to navigate the state’s archaic
unemployment website portal as the Labor Department was stretched
thin by the COVID-19 pandemic and a historic number of residents seeking
unemployment aid. Susan Filburn, a deputy commissioner at the Labor
Department, said the comptroller was right to critique the system’s lax
oversight, but noted unemployment help lines saw a 13,480% increase in call
volume during the pandemic. “We cannot conceive a single example where any
form of public—or even private—infrastructure was capable of scaling up so
quickly such that supply could meet demand,” she said.
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Ulysses Shmulysses
James Joyce was the first to understand that
Jews make the perfect protagonists
BY HOWARD JACOBSON

I

f there were a prize for
the longest day in literature it would surely go to
James Joyce’s Ulysses. A novel of more than a quarter
of a million words, Ulysses compresses the 10-year seafaring of
the Greek hero Odysseus into a single
24 hours in Dublin, most of it spent in
the wake of a traveling salesman with a
taste for offal.
It begins in the early morning in
a Martello tower by the bay, where a
group of insufferably clever young Irishmen effectively say “No” to everything,
from God to friendship to fathers, and
it ends at night with the faithless Molly
Bloom saying the very opposite. “Yes” to
her lover; “Yes,” in a manner of speaking, to her husband, who tolerates her
infidelities; “Yes” to life; and “Yes,” I like
to think, in relief, that the novel is finally over—a joke I wouldn’t put past Joyce
to have made at his own expense.
For Ulysses is a novel of indefatigable jokes, puns, pastiches, parodies,
and put-downs. It is a gloriously difficult, grandly generous novel, that never
punishes you for what you don’t understand. As with any day, you aren’t going
to enjoy it all, and the rambling episodic
form of the novel—now a drama, now
a burlesque scientific treatise, now a
catechism, now a monologue without
punctuation—enables you to skip with
a clear conscience. Miss part of the
morning, and that still leaves you the
afternoon to enjoy. What about losing
the plot? Wonderfully, there is no plot.
The great joke at the heart of the novel
is that its Ulysses is no epic hero capable
of withstanding the greatest privations
and temptations, but Leopold Bloom,
a peaceable, middle-age, masochistic,
forgetfully Jewish advertising salesman,

with a voraciously unfaithful wife and
an inordinate appetite for the very gizzards of beasts and fowl which he would
know his religion prohibited if only he
knew anything about his religion.
Bloom wears his Jewishness, as he
wears most things, including his masculinity (his wife jokes that bloomers were
named after him), lazily and half-heartedly, his mind forever wandering from
one encounter, one moment of recall,
one memory of insult, to another. A visit to the pork butcher’s leads to Bloom’s
eye alighting on a page from a newspaper about a model farm in Palestine
on the lakeshore of Tiberias, which he
thinks about as he follows a girl with
“strong hams” out on to the street, which
in turn reminds him of one of his wife’s
affairs, which leads him back to thinking about Sodom and Gomorrah, and
then it’s back to his wife’s “ample bedwarmed flesh.” These mental absences
and digressions, across time and continents, justify the novel’s meanderings,
not just in leisurely pursuit of Bloom’s
actual footsteps, from bed to butcher
to bar to brothel and back to bed, but
in and out of his mind, sometimes idle,
sometimes feverish, and ultimately to a
fantasy lying-in ward where, as a new
“womanly man,” “strong to the verge of
weakness,” he hallucinates giving birth
to eight children of varying colors.
Homeric he is not; but a hero for our
time he is. Ulysses is first and foremost
a comedy of exile. Joyce wrote it while
living in Trieste, Zurich, and Paris. That
Dublin went on calling to him throughout the years he lived elsewhere is clear
from the novel’s intense recreation of
the city’s bursting vitality. But novelists
thrive on being away, and Joyce needed
to be anywhere but Dublin, free from
Irish politics, the church, and his own
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memories of personal and professional failure. Leopold Bloom is not given
that choice; Joyce does not buy him a
ticket from Dublin to Tiberias. But
he is already, in his Jewishness, exile
enough for Joyce. Behind the epic figure of Odysseus, in this novel, looms
the shadow of the mythical Wandering
Jew who, for having jeered at Jesus on
the way to the cross, is doomed to roam
the earth until the end of human time.
Call him a figment of early Christian
antisemitism. And while antisemitism
isn’t a major theme in Ulysses, it shows
itself with some unexpected savagery
from time to time as in the figure of the
headmaster Mr. Deasy who gets a kick
out of declaring “Ireland, they say, has
the honour of being the only country
which never persecuted the Jews … and
do you know why? She never let them
in. That’s why.” “That’s not life for men
and women,” Bloom responds, “insult
and hatred.” Those who are not let in,
must find somewhere else to go.
This has been in large part the Jewish
story for 2,000 years. And the homeless
Jew is the metaphorical undercurrent
of Ulysses. Joyce is said to have worked
up the the character of Leopold Bloom
from the Jews he met in the course of his
own wanderings in Trieste and Zurich.
He must have studied them attentively,
for Bloom is no mere token Jew. In his
queer lapses from Judaism, mistaking
words and confusing events, he is every
inch the part-time, no longer practicing
Jew, making the best of the diaspora,
more Jewish to others than to himself.
And in him, unexpectedly but triumphantly, Joyce sees a version of his own
rejections and rebuffs. Without going
into what we know or think we know
of Joyce’s own sexual predilections, it
is accepted that there are similarities
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between Bloom’s submissiveness and
his creator’s, and that Joyce chose
Bloom’s Jewishness as the perfect vehicle to express the passive, much put-upon and all-suffering openness to life
that he needed to drive—or, rather, be
driven by—this novel. At home in being
far from home, content to be cuckolded and remaining in love with the wife
who cuckolds him, pessimistic and yet
happy enough, dialectical, pedantic—in
one lunatic scene he morphs into “The
distinguished scientist Herr Professor
Luitpold Blumenduft who tendered
medical evidence to the effect that the

instantaneous fracture of the cervical
vertebrae and consequent scission of
the spinal cord would, according to
the best approved tradition of medical
science … produce in the human subject a violent ganglionic stimulus of
the nerve centre”—Bloom makes being
a stranger in a strange land an enticing condition.
One of the best jokes made about
Bloom is that he was once a traveler for
blotting paper. His absorbency might
not make him the most forceful husband
for Molly, but it is the key to the novel’s
plenty. With Bloom around to soak in

Shouting Into the Void
Why I finally decided to learn Yiddish
BY JEFFREY WEINSTOCK

S

omeone once asked me
why I—a lover of all
things Jewish and a student of languages, from
Portuguese to Hebrew
to Spanish and French—
had never studied Yiddish. I raised an
eyebrow. “What for?” I replied. “What
country could I travel to where Yiddish
is used? Whom would I even practice
with? No one speaks Yiddish anymore
except for the ultra-Orthodox. It would
be like shouting into the void.”
When I was growing up on Long Island in the 1960s and ’70s, Yiddish was
the language spoken by Jewish parents
when they didn’t want their kids to understand. (“Sha, di kinder,” they’d shush
each other.) Yiddish was also a bunch
of funny-sounding words parents sprinkled into their mostly English conversations in the kitchen and the car and at
family bar mitzvahs.
For my generation, Yiddish was also a
remnant of the world our grandparents
left behind when they emigrated from
Eastern Europe in the early 1900s: the

slightly mournful language they spoke
when they were alone with each other,
and whispered in synagogue to the other old people, and used to write increasingly infrequent letters to the relatives
left behind. Yiddish was a dusty old artifact in a dusty old museum cared for
by a bunch of dusty old curators. The
language was disappearing, and young
Jews met it with disinterest and complete and utter silence.
For years I was as guilty as the rest,
until the contents of an old cardboard
box showed me a new way to think
about the language.
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The word for “Yiddish” in Yiddish is
mameloshn—“mother tongue.” But
Yiddish was not my mother’s mother
tongue. That was English, the language
she spoke to her parents and the language in which she and my father raised
my brother and me. But if English was
my mother’s mother tongue, mameloshn
was her spirit tongue, the language of
her heart. It reminded her of growing
up in Brooklyn in the 1930s and ’40s,

every misadventure without complaint,
there’s no limit to what Joyce might
plausibly invent. Ulysses first appeared
in 1922. Worse things than exile were
still to happen to Jews. And for many
novelists in the ensuing years, the Jew
would become the perfect protagonist,
the very model of humanity in extremis—homeless, tragic, patient, funny.
But James Joyce got there first.
This piece first appeared in Radio Times.
This article was originally published on
November 17, 2022.

evoking a time when everyone’s parents had an accent and every kid drank
in mameloshn with their mama’s milk.
She would pepper her sentences with
colorful Yiddish words, some of which
I came to understand: farbissener to describe a difficult, implacable neighbor;
strashen when she’d tell me how a woman on one of her committees made idle
threats; and, to show that not all Yiddish
words described unpleasant situations,
a mechayeh, something that revives your
soul, like chicken soup on Friday night
or lowering yourself into a warm bath.
But most of the Yiddish words and
expressions she used meant precious
little to me and were not much more
than background noise. As I grew up,
I’d sometimes hear a Jewish comedian
use a word that I remembered from my
childhood and I’d smile, but that was it.
No teary-eyed memories, no deep emotional ties.
Thirteen years in Israel made my
attitude toward Yiddish even harsher.
The founding Zionist fathers were convinced that Yiddish would just not do in
the new Jewish State. Yiddish was the
language of the Diaspora, of the weak
ghetto Jew killed in pogroms and in
gas chambers, not of the strong, proud
Israeli reviving the ancient tongue of
the Bible in the ancestral homeland.
Hebrew would be the language of the
new Jew; Yiddish was for the Exile (galut in Hebrew and not, repeat not, galus
in Yiddish).
Yiddish was shunned and stigmatized
15

in the first decades of Israel. There were
few Yiddish books published, almost
no Yiddish theater, and even a Battalion for the Defense of the Hebrew Language. Israeli children would turn with
pleading, humiliated eyes to their Yiddish-speaking immigrant parents in the
supermarket or the post office and beg,
“Please, please speak Hebrew!”
Living in Israel in the 1980s and ’90s,
I readily absorbed this stigma. “Hebrew
is the language of the Jewish People,” I
parroted rather smugly. “The language
of the Torah and the Prophets and of
the Golden Age of Jewish Philosophy.
Study Yiddish? It’s like shouting into
the void.”
But then I started reading about the
revival of Yiddish around the world.
The young and hip, members of the
LGBT community, radical poets, and
the heavily tattooed and pierced were
rushing to study the language in droves.
Trendy restaurants sprouted up around
the world with Yiddish names and bilingual menus; in the hipster neighborhoods of South Tel Aviv, I saw that the
graffiti was mostly in Yiddish.
For some, learning Yiddish had become a form of social protest to identify with the underdog; for others, an
alternative door into Jewish culture that
avoids the complexities of Israel; and
for still others, it’s simply a longing for
bubbe and zayde. Whatever the reason,
I saw that Yiddish was finally so far out,
it was in.
I also remembered that it was in mameloshn that my mother first communicated with our long-lost relatives in
Latvia. Just before I traveled there in
2002, I bought a black mini-cassette
recorder and had my mother tape a
short Yiddish message for Zalman,
my grandfather’s oldest surviving first
cousin. A few days later, I sat in in
Zalman’s small apartment in Riga and
pushed “play” on the black recorder. I
heard my mother’s voice: “Ich bin dayn
kouzineh Phyllis Weinstock. Ich hob a
man un tsvey zin.” (“I am your cousin,
Phyllis Weinstock. I have a husband
and two sons.”)
Cousin Zalman’s eyes lit up. He taped
a short message into the recorder and
handed it back to me. “Far der mamen,”
he said. (“For your mother.”) I didn’t
tabletmag.com

“Every day more
words emerged
from the shadows,
half-remembered
memories in black
and white, now in
vivid color.”

understand anything else he said, but
I suddenly saw that the mother tongue
had worked, up close and personal.
Maybe Yiddish was good for something.
In 2015, I saw a Facebook ad: “Come
study Yiddish at Tel Aviv University
this summer!” By that time, my mother’s tongue had been silenced for five
years by a stroke. Her communication
slowly declined until she could only
mouth words or pantomime. And then
she died, taking with her the last tangible link I had to Yiddish.
And so, on a whim, I joined 109 other
students at the monthlong course in Tel
Aviv, four hours a day, five days a week.
We had homework—grammar drills
and compositions every night—along
with a weekly exam. It was extremely
demanding and very, very challenging,
even for a language lover like me.
But pamelech, pamelech (slowly, slowly), I started to learn. I learned the peculiar way Yiddish is written with Hebrew letters but not Hebrew spelling
rules. I learned the three grammatical
genders, how to conjugate compound
verbs and inflect nouns. I learned the
nominative, accusative, and impossibly
illogical dative case.
I also learned that Yiddish idiomatic expressions were deeply rooted in
Jewish culture, with allusions pointing
clearly back to Jewish tradition. It’s not
November 11–17, 2022 • 18–24 Cheshvan, 5783

a silk purse that you can’t make out of a
sow’s ear—it’s a shtreimel (the black hat
worn by the ultra-Orthodox) you can’t
make out of a pig’s tail. When someone cries crocodile tears, in mameloshn
they’re shedding “Joseph’s brothers’
tears.” Yiddish, I started to understand,
was a language that looks at the world
through Jewish-colored glasses.
One night, hunched over my homework, I wrote my first grammatically
correct Yiddish sentence: “Mameh,
tantztu mit’n tat’n?” (“Mom, are you
dancing with Dad?”) My late parents
loved to dance, so it felt perfect. I
wrote the sentence on an index card
and propped it up on the bookshelf.
Inexplicably, I found myself getting
choked up. Real tears, not Joseph’s
brothers’ tears.
I started drawing a smiley face in
my notebook next to every word that
I recognized from childhood: Shisl,
boich, grizhn. Bowl, stomach, to gnaw
at. Random words without deep emotional meaning, per se.
But now that my mother and father
were both gone, these old/new words
were conjuring up emotional rustlings,
like fallen leaves blown about in the
wind. Every day more words emerged
from the shadows, half-remembered
memories in black and white, now in
vivid color.
By the end of the course, my notebook was full of smiley faces, and I
thought that maybe, just maybe, I was
beginning to hear the voice of the previously silent language.
I returned home to Miami and
searched for a local teacher to continue my studies. I found one who had
multiple degrees and decades of experience teaching in the Jewish community. Like me, she was a language lover.
We spent hours debating why a certain
sentence had a verb inversion or an implied preposition, which required the
diabolical dative case.
I continued to fill my notebook—
now on Volume 2—with Yiddish words
and expressions. And many, many smiley faces.
One day, as I was clumsily trying to
describe the new home I was about
to purchase, I asked my teacher, “Vi
zogt men (How does one say) ‘closing
16

costs’?” She stared at me ruefully and
said, “Vi zogt men? How does one say?
One doesn’t say! One did not say it
back then because there was no such
thing as ‘closing costs’ in Eastern Europe before the war, and one doesn’t
say it now because no one speaks Yiddish anymore, except for the ultra-Orthodox! So one doesn’t say!”
I was stunned but knew she was
right. And I suddenly understood that
for all the hundreds of students taking
summer Yiddish courses, for all my
hours of homework, for all my joyful
proclamations on Facebook of “Yiddish lebt!” (Yiddish lives!), there is still
no country where Yiddish is the official language and virtually no children
being born with Yiddish as their actual
mameloshn, outside of the insular ultra-Orthodox community.
I went home after class that night
and thought, “What am I doing? Why
am I spending all this time and money
learning a language where one simply
‘doesn’t say’?”

I kicked myself for not having studied the language while my mother was
still alive. “Now that I can actually
speak to her in Yiddish,” I thought, “I
can only do so when I stand before her
and my father’s graves.”
And then, a few weeks later, I came
across a few unpacked cartons in my
extra bedroom with things I hadn’t
thought about or touched in years.
When I reached the last carton, I stuck
my hand inside. I felt something, palmsized and made of hard plastic. I knew
what it was even before I saw it.
It was the black mini-cassette recorder I had taken to Latvia in 2002.
I hesitated for a moment. Would the
tape still work after 17 years? What if
I’d erased it with a shopping list or a
lesson plan or an idea for an article?
I found two new AA batteries and
inserted them into the back of the recorder. I pressed “play.” Two minutes of
white noise. My heart sank.
And then I realized that all the tape
was collected at one end of the cassette.

Sunshine State
One year, I skipped Thanksgiving. I didn’t realize I’d never see my father again.
BY SUSAN SHAPIRO

J

oining us for Turkey Day in
Florida?” my father emailed
a year ago. “The trip’s
on me.”
“I’ll come later in the winter,” I lied.
I was a workaholic, like him. Since fall
was my busiest season, I preferred to visit
my parents over the summer, when my
husband and I had time off from freelancing and teaching. So I begged off,
tackling deadlines at home instead of
fighting crazy crowds at the airport to
go out to overeat with multiple Jewish
relatives at 5 p.m.

I was surprised that holiday weekend
when my mother texted: “He isn’t eating.”
Jack Shapiro with no appetite was
alarming. Days after I’d skipped the
family-fest, Dad was rushed to the
emergency room in Florida with heart
failure. Since he was still strong at 85,
I was convinced he’d pull through, the
Lion in Winter. Mom didn’t want us
all at the hospital at once, so her offspring took turns. My doctor brothers,
Brian and Mike, went first, overseeing medical decisions. Next came Eric,
the techie who’d wired our clan across
states, updating us on Dad’s condition.
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I pressed “rewind” and watched the
tiny wheels spin as the tape moved
from right to left.
When it reached the beginning, I
pressed “play” again and held my breath.
I heard “Ich bin dayn kouzineh Phyllis
Weinstock. Ich hob a man un tsvey zin.”
My mother, already dead for years.
The only recording I have of her voice
in Yiddish.
Or in any language.
I’m in my eighth year of Yiddish
classes now, and sometimes I still think
that maybe my studying the language
is an exercise in futility. Maybe there
is no country where all the little children go to school in Yiddish and TV
is broadcast in Yiddish and everyone
laughs and fights and makes love in
Yiddish. Maybe learning Yiddish is
shouting into the void.
But sometimes the void answers
back. And it answers back in Yiddish.
This article was originally published on
November 15, 2022.

“I’ll fly out the second I finish my last
class,” I said, sure Dad would recover and
I wouldn’t have to rush down South.
Getting home that night, my husband
took me in his arms and said, “He’s gone.”
Stunned, I was overcome with guilt:
I’d misread everything and screwed up
my chance to say goodbye.
Since my parents were snowbirds,
Dad was buried in their longtime Michigan town, their rabbi presiding at the
funeral. I stood at the open casket, apologizing. I’d never seen a dead body. It
scared me. He didn’t look like my Daddy.
We’d belonged to a Conservative temple,
but I was more cynical than spiritual;
no prayers or words of comfort helped.
Grief-stricken, I feared I’d failed him:
I’d missed his last Thanksgiving, gave
him no grandchildren, moved back to
what he called “the dirty, terrible city”
he escaped. He hated my career and my
shrink’s advice to “lead the least secretive life you can.”
“Repression’s the greatest gift of the
human intellect,” Dad had countered.
“I’ll still pay for law school.”
17

When I was 45.
Yet over the previous year, my gruff,
critical, internist father had mumbled
“love you” getting off the phone. He
praised my marriage to Charlie, and
our moonlighting as professors. Hosting his grandkids in our extra bedroom
inspired the email: “You’re a wonderful
aunt. Dad.”
“He’s proud of me for the wrong
things,” I complained. “For being a wife,
teacher, and auntie.”
“Just be happy he’s proud of you,”
Charlie said.
Had Dad’s late life approval actually
been his clandestine farewell?
Selfishly turning down his last request, I’d rejected him. Now Mom
was returning from Michigan to his
Sunshine State, without him. “This
winter weather’s horrible,” she said.
“Your dad was happier in Florida. I’m
going back.”
I recalled a poem about how, in
mourning, you become what’s missing.
High school sweethearts, they’d wed
when she was 20. Once, when Mom
was visiting me in Greenwich Village,
I’d taken her to a cool new cafe. After
two glasses of wine, she’d walked outside and blurted, “I was deflowered
upstairs!” Turned out the building was
the hotel where they’d spent their wedding night.
They raised their four kids, with
their five grandkids, in the Great Lakes
State. Yet after Dad’s heart attack at 80,
blood thinners made the Midwestern
cold unbearable. He retired, sold his
practice, and bought a Florida winter
residence. The new place was a big
deal, since they’d grown up poor. She’d
been orphaned by 11. He was a Lower East Side street kid who’d carried
blinds up broken steps for his father’s
window-shade business. His marriage
proposal was, “Just got into med school
in the Midwest. Ya coming or not?” The
Jewish quotas made it harder so he had
to move to get his degree. Going from
struggling student to his hospital’s
chief of medicine, he relished paying
for his offspring’s college and treating
us to trips to their winter house. “Family is everything,” he often said, living
for the kid-filled trips I’d avoided.
Now, at 83, my pretty redheaded
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“I felt comforted
in the extra large
black warmup
jacket that
smelled like Dad.”

mother was hobbling, needing a hip replacement. “I’m not going back to the
hospital where he died,” she said over
the phone, three weeks after his funeral.
“Go spend time with her,” Charlie urged.
I decided I’d keep her company in
Florida, paying homage to Dad’s Shangri-La, like he’d wanted. Then my last
promise to him wouldn’t be a falsehood
that haunted me. I needed to undo
the lie.
“Freezing temperature’s killing me,
too,” I told Mom as an excuse. “Can I
come for a few days?”
“Bring your husband. You’re better
with him.”
Charlie started calling himself my
“support animal.” I wanted to be hers.
I’d never seen her so distraught.
“I miss my Jackie. It’s like he’s still
in the ICU but coming home soon,” she
said. She arranged a companion plot
where she would be buried with him.
She gave me his sweaters and Charlie
his sweatsuit.
“I’ll look like Tony Soprano,” Charlie whispered.
“I’ll wear it,” I said. Though the air
was hot and humid, I felt comforted in
the extra large black warmup jacket that
smelled like Dad. I touched his clothes
and books, but couldn’t find him. Unsettled, I was reluctant to leave.
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“We could stay longer?” I asked after
five days.
“No, you’re hovering. It’s driving me
crazy. Go home,” she snapped, the opposite of the warm mama bear I’d called
nightly since college.
“What kind of daughter would leave
you alone right after losing your husband of 63 years? You can barely walk.
He’d tell us to stay,” I yelled, channeling
his argumentative personality.
“I don’t need you,” she said. “I only
want him.”
“Fine! We’ll leave Wednesday,” I
yelled. “I don’t even like Florida.”
“Neither do I,” she screamed back.
Was she turning into him, too?
On Wednesday, Brian, my parents’
airport driver, was late. His sharing
my brother’s first name felt symbolic.
Everything did. “Your flight’s canceled
due to bad weather,” read the Delta Air
Lines email. The news said the East was
a blanket of blizzards.
“First tickets back to New York are
Monday,” I reported, nervous we’d outstayed our welcome. “Sorry. I’ll try another airport or airline …”
“Don’t. It’s Storm Jack,” Mom
said. “Guess he wants you here with
me longer.”
She saw mountains of cross-country
snow as proof of his iron will. I longed
for my own signal that he’d forgiven me.
For five more days, I barely checked
email during Scrabble marathons with
Mom. Used to cooking for my carnivorous father, she overfed us Dad’s lamb
chops, burgers, and brisket.
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The afternoon before we left, I found
her lying on their king-size bed, pillows
stacked to her left, before glass doors
overlooking the honeysuckle and palm
trees. “I keep pillows on his side so it
seems like he’s still next to me,” she admitted. “Last night one fell. I thought he
was reaching for me.”
I snuck in, squeezing between her
and the fortress of my father, holding
her as we cried. As their firstborn, it

seemed primal, the original three now
only two, enveloped in his loss. I finally felt his presence. I thought I’d flown
here to help her. Yet coming to the
house he cherished, his last triumph,
was healing me. He’d never cared about
dates, festivals, or ceremonies. He just
wanted us to be close and take care of
each other. I let go of self-recriminations, thankful we’d had such a devoted
captain at the helm of our family for

Giving Thanks
in America
How Jewish immigrants showed love for their new country
BY JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT

W

hen Israel Zangwill’s play The
Melting Pot, a theatrical salute to
the power of love
in modern-day
America, made its debut on Broadway in
1908, it brought down the house. How
could it not? The production’s melodramatic staging of New World promise
had something for everyone—family tension, musical bravura, patriotism,
romance—and a host of visual clues to
anchor it. Act I, for instance, featured a
prominently displayed American flag in
the home of a recently arrived Jewish
immigrant family—you couldn’t miss it
even if seated in the cheap seats—while
the drama’s concluding coup de theatre
involved the Statute of Liberty.
In the course of their daily lives,
America’s immigrants didn’t have too
many opportunities to demonstrate
their love of country in a forum that felt
true, unforced, and from the heart. The
Melting Pot provided them with one.
The celebration of Thanksgiving
furnished the nation’s newest Jewish

arrivals, as well as those of long standing, with yet another. The two communities took eagerly to this most American of holidays, both on its own terms
and, most especially, in relation to what
some of their number defined as its
biblical pedigree. Long before the New
World gave rise to Thanksgiving, the Israelites of the ancient Near East, it was
proudly said, had celebrated a national
“day of gratitude”: Sukkot.
Now and again, flag waving and
Thanksgiving went hand in hand. Jewish organizations that helped to familiarize immigrant children and their
families with American culture often
made a point of linking the two. In 1900,
for instance, New York’s Educational
Alliance held a “special Thanksgiving
service” at which 50 young boys and
girls, each bearing two small American
flags “crossed on their breast,” marched
in formation to the head of the auditorium. One young girl, “slightly larger than
the rest,” or so the New-York Tribune
reported, then waved an equally large
flag, after which the children “in concert” recited the following pledge: “Flag
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so long. Still, it hurt he didn’t know I
was visiting belatedly, or how proud I
was of him.
Heading to the airport, the driver
with my brother’s name said, “Hey, look
at that.” I was stunned to see the SUV’s
license plate in front of us said: “LuvJack.”
This article was originally published on
November 21, 2018

of our great Republic, inspirer in battle,
guardian of our homes, whose stars and
stripes stand for Bravery, Purity, Truth
and Union, we salute thee!” No sooner
had they concluded this verbal display
then they were once again put through
their paces by engaging in a series of calisthenics without dumbbells—proof, it
would seem, of their newfound physical
dexterity as budding Americans.
Even when it wasn’t Thanksgiving,
much was made of Old Glory on the
Lower East Side and in other American Jewish immigrant enclaves. At
graduation exercises and comparable
public assemblies, educators and civic reformers were given to extolling
the flag in the hope that those in the
audience would come to understand
that it wasn’t a “mere piece of bunting,” but a benefaction. “Every time
you gaze upon it, every star and stripe
should cause you to reflect upon what
it means to those thousands of our people who, driven from their homes by
persecution, find actual physical shelter beneath its folds,” declaimed the
Honorable N. Taylor Phillips, a highly
pedigreed New York Jew (his forbears
fought in the Revolutionary War)
and a dedicated public servant, at one
such gathering in 1903. “Order your
lives that you will shed lustre upon it
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in gratitude to the blessings which it
gives you.”
Prosperous, middle-class American
Jews also indulged in considerable
f lag-waving, especially when commemorating an institutional milestone.
Throughout the late 19th century, no
synagogue celebration was complete
without the presence of the stars and
stripes in one ornamental form or another. When, in 1886, Chicago’s Sinai
Temple celebrated its 25th anniversary,
the national flag “gracefully deck[ed] the
Ark,” reported the American Israelite. A
few years later, in 1892, Newport’s Touro Synagogue marked Columbus Day
amid a surfeit of red, white, and blue
flags. They hung from the sanctuary’s
brass chandeliers, enveloped the pulpit
and “stretch[ing[ from the ten commandments [sic] above the Ark fell in
graceful folds to the platform beneath,”
according to an eyewitness. And if that
weren’t enough to dazzle the eye and lift
the spirits, Touro commissioned and set
front and center a 4-foot flag made entirely of flowers.
Sometimes, though, the flag occasioned more of a kerfuffle than visual
pleasure or patriotism. In 1912, the Joseph B. Carr Circle of the Grand Army
of the Republic bestowed on the Third
Street Temple of Troy, New York, an
Old Glory fashioned out of silk. In years
gone by, when in need of the national
flag, the congregation had borrowed
one from a neighboring institution. By
1912, however, it decided that it would
be most “fitting” to have its own flag and
asked the GAR if it would be willing to
contribute one. The patriotic women’s
organization “gladly complied,” setting
in motion plans for a dedicatory ceremony to take place at the temple’s Friday
night services one evening in June.
But things didn’t quite work out, generating fireworks rather than goodwill.
In the course of the ceremonial proceedings, Miss Sarah K. Hollis, speaking on behalf of the GAR, lost her bearings—or something. She couldn’t help
referring to America as a “Christian
nation,” the Constitution as a “Christian document” and, for good measure,
from pointing out that the occupant of
the White House was expected to be a
“Christian man.”
tabletmag.com

“She couldn’t
help referring
to America as a
‘Christian nation,’
the Constitution
as a ‘Christian
document’ and, for
good measure, from
pointing out that
the occupant of the
White House was
expected to be a
‘Christian man.’”
Her comments did not go over well
with those in the pews. As one observer
related, Miss Hollis “managed to crowd
into [her speech] quite a number of
things which had better been left unsaid in a Jewish house of worship and
in speaking to an audience composed
largely of Jews.”
Rising to her defense, a second man
on the scene acknowledged that while
the GAR’s representative might have
been “tactless,” her intentions were
good. Besides, he was quick to add, let’s
not lose sight of the big picture: The
flag is a “unifying influence among both
Jews and Gentiles.”
True enough. What’s more, Old Glory
went on to become a steadying as well as
a unifying influence, eventually taking
up permanent residence on the pulpit
where, in many congregations across
the country, especially those affiliated
with the Reform movement, it remains
upstanding even today. For some time
now, Gary Zola, executive director
of the Jacob Rader Marcus Center of
the American Jewish Archives in Cincinnati and the dedicated steward of
American Jewry’s patrimony, has been
researching how this phenomenon came
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to pass. Drawing on both documentary and visual materials, from rabbinic
responsa to confirmation photographs,
he points to WWI, and the outpouring
of patriotism it engendered, as the tipping point.
From then on, the American f lag
became as much a part of the synagogue’s ritual furniture as the lectern:
present and accounted for, but largely
unnoticed. Standing quietly, unobtrusively, off to one side or another
of the sanctuary bimah, this physical
acknowledgement of America’s blessings and of its sovereignty made no
waves. But when, years later, the Stars
and Stripes was joined by the blue and
white of the Israeli flag, a flap ensued
within Reform circles, prompting the
Central Conference of American Rabbis in 1954 to declare the latter out
of bounds.
Twenty years later, it reversed course,
permitting the two flags to share the
stage on the grounds that both were to
be considered religious rather than national symbols. Orthodox circles, meanwhile, welcomed neither one. As that
community’s leading rabbinic arbiter,
Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, would have it,
all national flags were “nonsense” (hevel veshetut).
Whether you think the Jewish communal display of the American flag is
an exercise in silliness or in sanctity,
inappropriate or fitting, it reminds us
all of the visual power of symbols and
their capacity to stir the emotions—and
the pot.
This article was originally published on
November 25, 2019
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Roast Turkey
with Chestnut Challah Stuffing
BY JOAN NATHAN

INGREDIENTS
FOR THE STUFFING

2
2
4
2
1
1
2
1

½
1

Tbsp. olive oil
medium onions, roughly
chopped
stalks celery, with leaves,
chopped
large carrots, roughly chopped
sprig thyme, leaves removed
sprig rosemary, leaves removed
cups chestnuts, cooked, peeled
and cut in half
cup prunes, apricots, or any
dried fruit, soaked in red wine
or rum for 30 minutes
Salt and freshly ground black
pepper to taste
loaf challah or other briochelike bread, cubed and toasted
(about 4 cups)
to 1 ½ cups chicken or vegetable
broth

FOR THE TURKEY

1

½
6
6
2
4
2
1
1

whole pre-brined 12 to 16 pound
turkey, rinsed and patted dry
(kosher turkeys come prebrined)
olive oil
Salt and freshly ground pepper
to taste
tsp. paprika
sprigs fresh rosemary
sprigs fresh thyme
medium onions, cut in eighths
stalks celery, with leaves, cut in
fourths
carrots, cut in fourths
cup chicken broth
cup white wine
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PREPARATION
TO MAKE THE STUFFING

Step 1
Warm the oil in a large sauté pan over medium-high heat. Add the onions, celery,
carrots, thyme, and rosemary and sauté until onions are golden begin to soften
and are translucent, about 5 to 10 minutes.
Step 2
Add the chestnuts, fruit and its liquid, salt, and pepper to taste. Remove to a
bowl and stir in the challah.
Step 3
Stir in 1 cup of the broth into the mixture and set aside while you prepare the
turkey.
TO MAKE THE TURKEY

Step 1
Preheat the oven to 450 degrees and grease a large roasting pan fitted with a
rack. Remove any feathers from the turkey, then remove the giblets and neck
and scatter around the bottom of the roasting pan. Position the turkey on the
rack, breast side up.
Step 2
Stuff the bird on both ends with the stuffing mixture and truss, if desired, or
cover the open ends with foil to enclose the stuffing. Coat the turkey with oil,
then sprinkle all over with salt, pepper, and paprika. Scatter the rosemary,
thyme, onions, celery, and carrots in the bottom of the roasting pan, then pour
the chicken broth and wine over the vegetables.
Step 3
Bake the turkey for 15 minutes, then reduce the temperature to 325 degrees and
continue cooking for 15 minutes per pound, or until an instant-read thermometer
inserted in the thigh registers 160 degrees. As the turkey is cooking, baste every
half hour. If necessary, tent the turkey with foil to prevent over browning.
Step 4
Meanwhile, put any leftover stuffing in a greased casserole and cook in a
350-degree oven for 30 minutes, or until golden brown and heated through.
Step 5
Once the turkey is done, remove the pan from the oven and allow the turkey to
rest on a serving platter for at least 20 minutes. Arrange the vegetables on the
platter to serve with the turkey.
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